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Candidates are required to give their answers in
their own words ester as practicable.
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The questions are of equal value.
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Answerany five questions.
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1. Sociological theory is often categorized into

paradigms. These theoretical approaches have

their roots in the works of specific classical

theorists, Trace the development and influences

of two SOCiologicalparadigms or schools.
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established by Karl Marx between the ruling
material forces and intellectual forces in society.
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2. Elaborate on the theory of Interactionism using

an appropriate illustration.
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3. What function does Division of Labour 'play in

, maintaining social solidarity in society ?
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7. Discuss the role of law and sanctions in

maintaining' order in society.
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4. Critically evaluate Karl Marx's theory ofAlienation.
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8. Discuss structuralism as a theoretical,
perspectivewith reference to the work of Edmund

Leech.
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9. Distinguish between action and interaction.
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5. How does the concept of SocialAction illuminate

Max Weber's Interpretative Sociology?
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10. Reflect on the contribution of Leela Dube
towards the development and growth of the
feminist perspective in sociology.
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6. "The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch

the ruling ideas." Reflect on the connection ----.:. ---
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